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Abstract - The development of information technology and the popularity of social media platforms, which contributes to 
the birth and rapid iteration of Chinese internet celebrity. The promotional value of them has been proved by related 
industries. Previous studies focus on the general concept and some cases of this group. Therefore, in order to make the 
promotional activities of a specific industry more effective, the objective of this research is to identify the important factors 
required to persuade Chinese consumers in Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity short-video promotional content. The 
analysis is based on the online questionnaires and the semi-structured interview. In order to prove the impacts of Chinese 
cosmetic internet celebrity on Chinese consumer’s consumption behaviors toward Thai local cosmetic brands. The online 
questionnaires are conducted. On the other hand, the semi-structured interview based marketing mix 4Cs theory is conducted 
with 5 cosmetic internet celebrities from China Meipai short-video social platforms in an online We-chat focus group, which 
aims to identify the important factors required that can persuade Chinese consumers into 4Cs theory elements including 
customer, cost, convenience, and communication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Chinese Internet celebrities have recently been am 
emerging social phenomenon that influences the 
behavior of people,especially young generations. The 
iteration of Chinese internet celebrity has experienced 
three periods which include the era of text like 
internet writers;the era of graphics and literary;and 
full media internet celebrity like online audio, online 
music, and online video etc.With the popularity of 4G 
networks and social media platforms in recent 
years,the rapid appearance and development of short-
video social platforms hasten a lot of internet 
celebrities whose content-creation is based on short-
video format.According to QuestMobile report in 
July 2018.China’s short-video industry MAU has 
achieved 505 million users,which has occupied one- 
half of China whole country 1100 million internet 
users[1].In addition to this, it also means that there is 
one short-video user per two internet users in China 
now.A famous Chinese internet celebrity named 
Zhang Dayi had a 2 hour live show which advertised 
and promoted her Taobao shop.More than 410,000 
followers watched this show and the total sale price 
achieve 20 million RMB.Another typical internet 
celebrity named Papi Jiang, her first video 
advertisement is worth about 22 million 
RMB.According to some surveys,The results display 
about 80.79% of female university students are easily 
influenced by the internet celebrities in China.And 
the gourmet and cosmetic internet celebrity are the 
most popular types[2].In comparison with traditional 
promotion,Cosmetic internet celebrities have 
transparent advantages like low cost and direct 
getting touch with the potential customers.In the past 
five years, more and more global brands focus on 
cosmetic internet celebrity promotion.Paris 

L'Oreal(England) signed with five cosmetic internet 
celebrities from Instagram who have followers more 
than 5.5 million in 2015.And help Paris 
L'Oreal(England) promote their new cosmetic 
products.Maybelline New York invited 50 Chinese 
cosmetic internet celebrities to have the live show in 
the dressing room when they conducted a brand press 
conference in Shanghai in 2016.Even the chairman of 
Estee Lauder mentioned that ‘‘Some internet 
celebrities are more powerful than internet TV 
shows.’’ 
For Thailand local cosmetic industry, Chinese 
consumers are an important section for them. In the 
2017 year,9.8 million visitors from China and 
occupied 27.7 percent of total foreign tourists[3]. 
When Chinese tourists travel to Thailand, they will 
plan a 41% traveling budget for shopping in Thailand. 
Of the budget planned for shopping,63% of Chinese 
tourists spend on snacks and food,51% on clothing 
and 49% on cosmetic and personal care items[4]. 
That means Thailand cosmetic products are also 
popular among Chinese tourists.Important 
information about the development of Thailand 
cosmetic industry,Thailand is also  the NO.1 
OEM(original equipment manufacturer)cosmetics 
manufacturer for international cosmetics brands. But 
the local OEM manufacturers are a large part of 
Thailand cosmetic industry. According to the Thai 
Cosmetic Cluster, there are 762 cosmetics 
manufacturing plants but 520 are SMEs(small and 
medium enterprises).They are eager to grow locally 
and regionally market[5].In order to propel the 
development of Thai local cosmetic industry, Thai 
government also make specific policies to help 
stimulate the cosmetic industry in Thailand and build 
knowledge within the sector by increasing awareness 
to overcome four challenges: innovation, standards, 
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effective image and branding and associated 
packaging problem. Based on this situation, Utilize 
the Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity for promoting 
more Thai local SMEs cosmetic products to Chinese 
consumers, which may be one channel to propel the 
development of Thai local cosmetic industry. 
In this paper,Proving the impacts of Chinese cosmetic 
internet celebrity on Chinese consumer ’ s 
consumption behaviors toward Thai local cosmetic 
brands,which is the first part.Then the author goes 
further to explore the important factors required to 
persuade Chinese consumers in the short-video 
promotional content of Chinese cosmetic internet 
celebrity. 
 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1. Cosmetic Internet Celebrity 
Cosmetic internet celebrities can share make-up or 
skincare course in their content by short video or live 
show on their social media, which process can 
exposure the brand and related products.It will guide 
their followers to purchase the cosmetic 
products[6].In comparison with traditional promotion, 
cosmetic internet celebrity transparent advantages 
like low cost and direct getting touch with the 
potential customer. Current cosmetic internet 
celebrity promotion ways mainly include four 
types[7]: direct cosmetic social platform or 
comprehensive social platform likeRedbook(a mobile 
application)which gather a lot cosmetic internet 
celebrities who can share in text,picture,video and 
live show. Another one is e-commerce platform 
provides a specific channel for those cosmetic 
internet celebrities who can directly share the 
products and guide their followers to purchase. The 
next type is traditional cosmetic TV open the internet 
show in the different social platform. The last type is 
entertainment star+cosmetic internet celebrity 
promotion based on social media.  
2.2. Short-video Promotion 
Short-video is a format of video and defines it as a 
video that time length calculated in seconds, mainly 
based on mobile smart terminals for fast shooting and 
editing[8]. Meanwhile, which is a new format of 

video that can be shared and seamlessly docked in 
real time on social media platforms. The time length 
of short-video should be under 10 min and mainly 
watched by mobile applications[9]. As for the 
characteristics of short-video, propagation and 
generation are fragmented which meets the current 
needs of users toward fragmented knowledge and 
information; and the main short-video users are 
mainly young people under 30 years old and they 
focus on diversified content[10].The highlight of 
short-video promotion that effectively utilized the 
video carrier to mobilize the visual and auditory 
nerves of users and transited the accurate information 
with the most influential pictures and music, touching 
words to its accurate users in the shortest 
time[11].Internet celebrity as the KOL(key opinion 
leader) in short-video platforms, who attract a lot of 
followers by short-video content-creation and their 
short-video is more easily concerned by users[12]. 
The three main short-video promotional ways that 
include short-video scene promotion; short-video 
emotion promotion;short-video celebrities’ 
promotion[13]. 
2.3. 4Cs Theory 
The marketing mix was the marketing theory. 
Marketing mix was known to the public when 
proposed the 4Ps theory is proposed that includes 
product, price, place, and promotion[14]. The 
development of the traditional marketing mix(4Ps) 
emphasizes determining distribution channels and 
sales strategies for the product and service from the 
perspective of the enterprises. Along the rapid 
development of society and economy, especially the 
rapid advance of information and communication 
technologies and internet in the mid-1990s, consumer 
and customer are eager to choose products based on 
their real and various needs. The four elements of 
marketing mix redefined namely consumer, cost, 
convenience, and communication and called it ‘4Cs’ 
theory from consumer-oriented niche marketing 
strategy perspective, which emphasize that the top 
priority of enterprises is the customer satisfaction[15]. 
The following Table 1 compares the difference 
between 4Ps and 4Cs theory. 
 

 
Table 1:4Ps Theory Versus 4Cs Theory[16] 
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So in this paper, the author applies 4Cs theory as the 
framework to identify what kinds of cosmetic 
promotional content in cosmetic internet celebrity’s 
short-video that consumers need or can convince 
them. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
A qualitative research method was applied to achieve 
the objectives of this research. There were several 
online questionnaire website tools for conducting the 
online surveys.It was convenient for researchers to 
select them for surveys.WenJuanXing is one of the 
professional websites for conducting the online 
surveys.And the WenJuanXing website can present 
the results of the online questionnaire in a proper 
format.It’s convenient for the author to analyze.In 
order to learn about the Chinese consumer’s 
consumption behavior towards Thai local cosmetic 
brands.So the online questionnaire was diffused 
through WenJuanXing online questionnaire website 
from June2018 to July2018.100 followers of Chinese 
cosmetic internet celebrities from Meipai short-video 
platform finished the online questionnaire through 
clicking the link on their We-chat or other online 
platforms.The questions mainly focus on these 
aspects that their favorite Thai local cosmetic 
brands;the main factors that influence them choosing 
these brands;the main channels to obtain information 
about these brands,more importantly, proving the 
impact of Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity on their 
behaviors toward Thai local cosmetic consumption. 
In order to identify the important factors of the 
cosmetic promotional content that can convince 
Chinese consumers in cosmetic internet celebrity’s 
short-video.The semi-structured question guideline 
was designed based on four elements of 4Cs theory 
that include customer,cost,convenience, and 
communication.And then was delivered to validate 
with one experienced Meipai short-video official 
person who is responsible for cosmetic internet 
celebrity business with brands,which process can help 
improve the quality of semi-structured questions.One 
week before the interview,The formal version was 
sent to the 5 Chinese cosmetic internet celebrities 
who come from Meipai short-video social 
platform.The 5 Chinese cosmetic internet celebrities 
selected with the criteria that they are verified a 
symbol as ‘cosmetic internet celebrity’ by Meipai 
platform.And they also focus on short-video content-
creation. The total followers of them achieve 2.432 
million.Finally,the semi-structured interview was 
conducted based on We-chat audio function with 
them.The results of the semi-structured interview 
were split into four themes that customer, cost, 
convenience, communication, which can provide a 
clear understanding of the important factors 
influencing Chinese consumers when Thai local 
cosmetic brands want to promote their products by 
Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1. Chinese Consumer’s Consumption Behavior 
towards Thai Local Cosmetic Brands 
 

Table 2:Ranking List of Chinese Consumer’s Favorite Thai 
Local Cosmetic Brands 

 
 
As Table 2 displayed, these Thai local cosmetic 
brands were the most favorite brands for Chinese 
consumers. 
Another results were the five most important 
factors,which influenced them choosing these brands 
Proper price, good quality, reputation, healthy and 
natural components, and cosmetic internet celebrity 
recommendation. Proper price meant that most 
Chinese consumers thought that the price of these 
brands was accepted and reasonable. Good quality 
referred that Chinese consumers had a good 
experience after the usage of these brands’ products. 
And reputation referred that the good image of these 
brands among their families or friends when Chinese 
consumers considered these brands. The healthy and 
natural components mainly referred to those Thai 
herb brands like Oriental Princess and Thann brands. 
The last important factor was the cosmetic internet 
celebrity recommendation, which  was a good 
information reference for their purchasing decisions. 
Finally,The top three channels for Chinese consumers 
to obtain information about these Thai local cosmetic 
brands that include the friends’ recommendation, 
Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity, and social media. 
Because almost 10 million Chinese visitors visited 
Thailand every year,before visiting Thailand, most of 
Chinese would consult their friends who had previous 
traveling experience in Thailand. Friends 
recommendation was the first important channel for 
Chinese consumers to obtain information about these 
brands. And then the Chinese cosmetic internet 
celebrity was the second important factor,which 
referred that Chinese consumers preferred obtaining 
cosmetic information of these brands from those 
cosmetic internet celebrities’ daily content-creation. 
The last factor was social media, which was a 
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comprehensive platform for Chinese consumers to 
obtain related cosmetic information.Therefore,It also 
proved that Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity was 
an important factor that influenced Chinese 
consumer’s behavior upon Thai local cosmetic brands 
like purchasing demands making and channel to 
obtain related information. 
 
4.2. 4Cs Factors 
The important factors required to convince Chinese 
consumers in Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity 
promotion was divided based on the four elements of 
the 4Cs theory including customer, cost, 
convenience ,and communication. In customer 
perspectives,Chinese consumers were not too much 
loyal to traditional famous cosmetic brands. If some 
new or small cosmetic brands could produce the 
cosmetic products with the good functions and price, 
they were willing to accepting them through the 
cosmetic internet celebrity short-video promotional 
content.And Chinese consumers expected that the 
cosmetic products of their short-video promotional 
content mainly were suitable for 18-30 years old 
female people, and if the cosmetic products were the 
make-up types like foundation and eyeshadow 
etc,they hoped that can be beginner-friendly.As for 
the information of cosmetic products.Chinese 
consumers concerned the following aspects in the 
promotional content including price, quality, brand 
concept, the evaluation of cosmetic product’s effects 
after celebrity’s usage, the official channel to check 
its counterfeit or not, and the special discount or free 
sample sacks that cannot get from other 
channels.Excepting that,Chinese consumers were also 
willing to learning or improving their cosmetic usage 
skills or knowledge by their imitation of celebrities’ 
methods. And personality preference was important 
for Chinese consumers. In fact, they not only focus 
on what cosmetic products that celebrities displayed, 
but also appreciated their personality. And then be 
loyal to them. Finally, the loyalty could be transferred 
into real purchasing behavior to support celebrities.So 
an attractive personality plays an important role in 
Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity’s promotional 
activities. In cost perspectives, the cost that Chinese 
consumers concerned in the short-video promotional 
content, which could be classified into two parts.For 
the cost for obtaining the cosmetics, The first part 
was money cost, which included the price level of 
cosmetic products and the postage of delivering the 
them. Actually, the postage was often afforded by the 
brands which details can meet the consumption 
psychology ‘ pretty profits’ of Chinese consumers. In 
China,cosmetic internet celebrity promotion often 
combined with  online e-commerce or cross-border e-
commerce business to improve the benefits.That’s 
also the important channels for Chinese consumers to 
purchase the cosmetic products. Another issue during 
purchasing online, the money cost of after-sale 
service, which was the risks for Chinese consumers to 

afford.If they were not satisfied with products and 
intended to return them. A good after-sale service can 
stimulate them to purchase related cosmetic 
products.The second part was the time cost,the time 
cost for purchasing the cosmetic products or 
advanced booking, and Chinese consumers also cared 
about the speed of delivery service. For mainland 
China domestic delivery service,1-3 days arrival was 
the normal speed;for cross-border e-commerce 
between Thailand and China,7-15 days arrival was 
the normal speed that Chinese consumers can accept. 
In convenience perspectives, there were three aspects 
that Chinese consumers concerned. The convenient 
knowledge or information about cosmetic products 
for them, which can reduce their time spending on 
searching for information hard by themselves .Like 
mentioned before, the cosmetic internet celebrity 
promotion often combine with online e-commerce 
activities,there were several convenient purchasing 
channels,which included brand’s online official store 
or website in China;online carting functions of social 
platforms which can directly display the related 
products in the promotional content and consumers 
just easy click and finish purchasing demands;cross-
border e-commerce based on Chinese online 
shopping platforms like T-mall etc,which can keep 
the original of products from source area. The 
convenient payment methods mainly referred that 
they can use We-chat pay, Ali-pay, Union pay etc. 
Above all, Thai local cosmetic industry should 
understand the Chinese cosmetic internet celebrity 
promotional content can seamlessly integrate with 
online e-commerce to maximize the profits. 
In communication perspectives, It mainly focused on 
how to stimulate Chinese consumers to react the 
promotional content.The following communication 
activities were often practiced. ‘Forwarding the post 
with the lottery(sample sacks/gifts/coupons/cash)’ 
was a good way to improve the exposure of 
promotional content. Actually, Chinese consumers 
often had some confusions about the products or 
content after posting the promotional content. 
Cosmetic internet celebrity needed to respond to their 
problems. The Instant live show could be the quick 
channel to communicate with them, and the 
reasonable comments of Chinese consumers were 
also an important part that celebrities should concern 
and reply. Excepting online communication, the 
brands often collaborated with some celebrities to 
hold the periodical offline activities with their loyal 
China consumers, which was also a good behavior to 
strengthen the relationships or brand’s image with 
them. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In recent years, Chinese internet celebrity promotion 
has become a vital information channel for Chinese 
consumers. For specific classification of Chinese 
internet celebrity like cosmetic internet celebrity, and 
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it has the obvious impacts on Chinese consumer’s 
purchasing behavior towards the related industry. The 
potential of internet celebrity should be heeded. From 
customer-oriented views, this paper explores the 
important factors to persuade Chinese consumers in 
the short-video promotional content. The results 
display the details of these factors from four 
perspectives.And also tell us the cosmetic internet 
celebrity promotional activities not only about 
advertising but also relate to transfer the potential 
consumption into real purchasing behavior by online 
e-commerce seamlessly in China.The Chinese 
cosmetic internet celebrity promotions often have the 
task in guiding potential followers into potential 
consumers into purchasing their products in their 
online official store in T-mall or Taobao  e-commerce 
platforms because of developed e-commerce business 
in China. For the future research,In order to make the 
research more reliable and precise in cosmetic 
internet celebrity promotion field,more factors should 
be considered.Like Chinese consumer’s emotion and 
the detail dimension of evaluating the impacts of  
celebrity’s ability on them like their 
creativity,language skill different aspects etc.On the 
other hand,with the development of technology of 
various social platforms,maybe more functions and 
appendix inside application can make the promotion 
activities more interesting and effective. 
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